Treatment of Class II Malocclusion With Removable Functional Appliances: A Narrative Review
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Introduction

Around half of all malocclusions that need orthodontic treatment are class II in nature. Patients with class II malocclusion primarily seek treatment for aesthetic improvement. Most of the skeletal class II malocclusions are because of mandibular deficiency, and can be best treated during the growing phase of development by removable functional appliances. The objective of this review is to evaluate and compare skeletal and dentoalveolar effects of various removable functional appliances in the treatment of class II malocclusion. Manual and electronic databases were searched, and out of 5,711 articles, 221 abstracts were shortlisted and reviewed. A total of 19 articles that fulfilled the selection criteria were then retrieved and analyzed. A significant increase in mandibular length and dentoalveolar effects with an increase in vertical dimension in a short time were observed with Twin-Block appliance treatment, followed by Bionator appliance treatment. The long-term stability of results achieved with Twin-Block appliance treatment is still questionable. In addition, Frankel appliance treatment effects are more skeletal in nature, with better control in the vertical dimension. However, it takes a more extended treatment duration to produce similar effects. Based on available evidence, we are convinced that removable functional appliances are valuable tools for correction of the class II malocclusion at a growing age with horizontal growth pattern.
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Abstract

Around half of all malocclusions that need orthodontic treatment are class II in nature. Patients with class II malocclusion primarily seek treatment for aesthetic improvement. Most of the skeletal class II malocclusions are because of mandibular deficiency, and can be best treated during the growing phase of development by removable functional appliances. The objective of this review is to evaluate and compare skeletal and dentoalveolar effects of various removable functional appliances in the treatment of class II malocclusion. Manual and electronic databases were searched, and out of 5,711 articles, 221 abstracts were shortlisted and reviewed. A total of 19 articles that fulfilled the selection criteria were then retrieved and analyzed. A significant increase in mandibular length and dentoalveolar effects with an increase in vertical dimension in a short time were observed with Twin-Block appliance treatment, followed by Bionator appliance treatment. The long-term stability of results achieved with Twin-Block appliance treatment is still questionable. In addition, Frankel appliance treatment effects are more skeletal in nature, with better control in the vertical dimension. However, it takes a more extended treatment duration to produce similar effects. Based on available evidence, we are convinced that removable functional appliances are valuable tools for correction of the class II malocclusion at a growing age with horizontal growth pattern.
treated during the growing phase of development by removable functional appliances. Since the early 20th century, removable functional appliances were considered a significant part of orthodontic treatment. These appliances target the growth of the mandible and alter its posture to produce forces by stretching of the muscles and soft tissues. This brings out a change in the neuromuscular environment, thereby leading to bone remodeling and growth modification. However, the amount of change produced by them is still controversial. Many studies have been conducted in the past to evaluate the effects of these appliances on the growth of the mandible. Animal studies have shown that these functional appliances increase the proliferation of cells within condylar cartilage and cause bone remodeling at the anterior border of the glenoid fossa. However, the applicability of animal studies on humans is debatable due to the differences in duration of growth, morphology, and physiology. In the past two decades, several clinical trials done on humans claim that functional appliance therapy results in a small but significant increase in the growth of the mandible. Literature has also shown that these appliances are most successful in cases with an overjet of up to 11 mm, increased overbite, active facial growth, and good cooperation. Some authors believe that these appliances increase the length of the mandible due to the growth of ramus, and others believe that they only cause repositioning of the teeth. In addition, to increase the length of the mandible and incorporate change in the inclination of incisors, relocation of the condyle and increase in the vertical dimension to correct sagittal discrepancy should not be ignored as treatment effects. Mamandras and Allen noticed in their study that patients with a small mandible in comparison to a control group may benefit more from functional appliance therapy than patients with normal size of mandibles. Hence, it works out best in subjects with delayed growth. Taking into account all the theories, limited quality and heterogeneity in available studies generate a demand to critically analyze relevant literature for best evidence about the efficacy of various removable functional appliances.

The article is a narrative review of evaluation and comparison of skeletal and dentoalveolar effects of various removable functional appliances in subjects with class II malocclusion.

Table 1 History of RFA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inventor’s name</th>
<th>Appliance name</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kingsley</td>
<td>Kingsley plate</td>
<td>1880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holtz</td>
<td>Hawley bite plate</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pierre robin</td>
<td>Monoblock</td>
<td>1902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andresen</td>
<td>Activator</td>
<td>1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H.P. Bimpler</td>
<td>Bimler’s appliance</td>
<td>1949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr Hugo Stockfisch</td>
<td>Kinotor</td>
<td>1950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frankel</td>
<td>Frankel’s appliance</td>
<td>1950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balter</td>
<td>Bionator</td>
<td>1979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clark</td>
<td>Twin-Block</td>
<td>1980</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: RFA, removable functional appliances.

Correct anteroposterior jaw dysplasia, and they act on teeth and orofacial musculature to transmit, eliminate and guide natural forces. It has less potential for relapse compared with fixed appliance treatment.

Kingsley in 1880 introduced the bite-jumping appliance in orthodontics. The mandible’s forward positioning is the critical feature in functional appliance treatment, which results in the sagittal correction of malocclusion. This feature was in contradiction to the early bite-jumping appliance, where condyle fossa relationship was not altered. The issue with the Kingsley appliance was the difficulty in guiding the mandible in a forward position. Holtz later modified the Kingsley plate and named it the Hawley bite plate, which was used as a splint in managing temporomandibular (TMD) cases in the past. After that, Viggo Andresen, in 1908, provided a vertical extension to bite plate, in order to get an appliance in contact with the lingual surface of mandibular molars, and named it Activator. The Activator appliance’s pitfalls were the jiggling forces created as a result of dual bite formation and proclination of lower incisors.

Moreover, it was a bulky appliance, and it was advised to wear only at night. In the early 20th century, Pierre Robin introduced a plastic Monoblock appliance that works as a passive anterior mandible positioning device, used in neonates with micromandibular development, to prevent glossoptosis. Later, more popular appliances were introduced, which included Bionator, Frankel and Twin-Block (Table 1). Treatment principles of removable functional appliances include force application, which results in alteration of the form, with secondary adaptation in function and by force elimination, to allow optimal development and removal of restrictive forces. Patients suffering from neuromuscular disorders like polio or cerebral palsy cannot be treated with removable functional appliances. According to Lischer, if compensatory, adaptive lip and tongue function could exacerbate excessive overjet in class II type malocclusions, and if abnormal, swallowing and prolonged finger-sucking

History of Removable Functional Appliances

Bone is one of the hardest tissues in human body, and it is also the most responsive to environmental stimuli. Removable functional appliances are orthopedic tools that capitalize the patient’s own functional forces to achieve orthodontic and orthopedic correction of dentofacial anomalies. They influence the facial skeleton of a growing child in the condylar, dentoalveolar, and sutural areas. According to Wolff and Roux, bone is plastic in nature. Changes in functional stress produce changes in internal bone architecture and shape. Removable functional appliances are designed to

Treatment Principles of Removable Functional Appliances

Treatment principles of removable functional appliances include force application, which results in alteration of the form, with secondary adaptation in function and by force elimination, to allow optimal development and removal of restrictive forces. Patients suffering from neuromuscular disorders like polio or cerebral palsy cannot be treated with removable functional appliances. According to Lischer, if compensatory, adaptive lip and tongue function could exacerbate excessive overjet in class II type malocclusions, and if abnormal, swallowing and prolonged finger-sucking
habits could create anterior open bite and narrow arches. Could not the same muscles be used to correct these and other problems?³

Holding the lower jaw forward for long enough can reverse deleterious effects of trapped lower lips, incompetent lips, and abnormal respiration. Sagittal changes observed by use of the removable functional appliances are results of increased activity of protractor and elevator muscles with concomitant relaxation and stretching of retractor muscles. Under new functional stresses, changes in muscle patterns harvest changes in bony structure. Unloaded condyles in protracted mandible position are hypothesized to promote condylar growth in upward and backward direction. Research conducted by Stutzmann demonstrates the effects of removable functional appliance treatment as an actual change in internal condylar structure, with a more posterior directional orientation of the trabeculae. Some evidence also exists in relation to minor retardation of maxillary sagittal growth. The vertical growth can be controlled by covering occlusal surfaces of teeth with an acrylic to prevent eruption of posterior teeth.⁴ The forward posturing of condyles results in activation of superior head of lateral pterygoid muscle, which plays a decisive role in the growth of the mandible. Monoblock and Twin-Block appliances have different modes of action. Rigid one-piece appliance does not cause shortening of muscles but develops high tension, which therefore requires high forces; as a result, contractions arising are isometric in nature. A two-piece appliance causes muscle shortening, and it requires a low magnitude of force, which produces isotonic contractions. Consequently, it requires more wearing time to get equally effective as one-piece appliance. Total sagittal change is a combination of incremental increase in condylar growth, a more favorable direction of growth, repositioning and adaptation of the fossa and articular eminence. Some degree of withholding of maxillary dentoalveolar area is because of the appliance design, duration of wear, or addition of extraoral traction device.

**Construction Bite**

The mode of forces applied, magnitude, and direction depend on three-dimensional dislocation of condyle, which depends on construction bite. Mandible must be dislocated from the postural resting position in at least one direction (sagittal or vertical). If the magnitude of forwarding advancement is greater, then the vertical opening should be minimal, not to overstretch the muscles. If the sagittal forces are around 31 to 395 g, then the vertical forces should be lower, approximately 70 to 175 g. If excessive vertical opening is needed, mandibular advancement should be controlled. Overactivation results in reduced efficacy of the appliance. As a general rule, advancement should be 3 mm or more to produce a change in a sagittal relationship. The current use of functional appliance mostly follows the protocol of small bite opening and incremental advancement to correct class II, class III and open bite malocclusion — Fig. 1a–h. A good technique to record construction bite is to ask the patient to move the mandible forward as far as possible and then drop back 3 to 4 mm.

**Instructions for Wearing the Appliance**

Daytime wear enhances the frequency of deglutition and phasic muscle activity. Telemetric studies have shown that the function will not improve while wearing an appliance only during sleep timing. Most of the times, forward posturing of the condyles actually does enhance metabolic action in the TMJ, which may account for enhanced growth of the condyle and posterior fossa wall proliferation. Functional activity and interarch contact also help in the correction of class II malocclusion with use of Twin-Block appliance. Thus, it is advised that a patient is instructed to wear Twin-Block all the time and remove them only for cleaning purpose—increasing the duration of wear results in rapid correction of malocclusion.
Data Collection Procedure for Review

Electronic databases were searched for four keyword combinations. A total of 5,711 articles were retrieved from Cochrane, Pubmed, Science direct and Digilib, and 221 abstracts were shortlisted and reviewed. Duplicate articles were removed, followed by reading and analyzing of abstracts. Nineteen articles were retrieved and analyzed. All selected articles had comparable control groups.

Observations

Twin-Block Appliance Treatment

Kevin in 2003 declared insignificant favorable skeletal effects in the treated group, whereas, studies done by Trenouth, Christine, and Saikosi showed statistically significant skeletal effects (reduction in A point, nasion, B point [ANB] angle and increase in mandibular length). A study done by Singh showed increase in condylar growth, coronoid process remodeling and osteogenesis in corpus, and in dentoalveolar region, resulted in skeletal growth of mandible and correction of class II malocclusion. Kanoknart found alteration in condylar growth direction in treated group, which helps in correction of class II. Although a study by Christine showed insignificant vertical effects of Twin-Block appliance, Dauravu found maxillary restriction effects. Saikosi found insignificant results in this regard. In five studies, significant dentoalveolar effects (change of incisor inclinations, overjet reduction and molar relation correction) in addition to skeletal effects have been observed, which helped early correction of class II malocclusion with Twin-Block appliance.

Frankel Appliance Treatment

All studies have proven significant skeletal effects of appliance. Studies done by Perillo, James, Hayan, David, and Angelieri showed increase in mandibular length, whereas a study done by Lucia showed ramus remodeling. A study done by James showed, in addition of increase in mandibular length, Frankel appliance cause significant increase in vertical dimension and slight maxillary restriction effects. Dalci et al observed greater change in growth pattern in the Twin-Block group. Both Dalci et al and Tumer showed similar skeletal effects by both appliances. Jena observed significant increase in mandible length only in Twin-Block treated group. All studies on tested appliances showed similar dentoalveolar effects. However, Dalci O, 2014; observed major difference in treatment duration in the two treated groups. Very fast correction was achieved by Twin-Block appliance.

Bionator Appliance Treatment

A single study done by Jonatha is included in this group. Treated group exhibited both skeletal and dental effects. Also, control in growth direction was observed, which resulted in reduction in facial convexity. Reduced eruption of upper molars and less increase in vertical dimension were seen in treated group. Thus, open-bite Bionator proved to be an effective appliance in correcting class II in high-angle cases.

Comparison of Twin-Block and Frankel Appliances

Results of Linda in 1999 showed Twin-Block having pronounced skeletal and dentoalveolar effects, while Frankel appliance produced entirely skeletal effects. Significant skeletal effects were observed in both treated groups. Greater increased in mandibular length was observed in Twin-Block-treated group (Twin-Block 3 mm, Frankel 1.9 mm than controls). Increase in vertical dimension was seen in both treated groups (more in Twin-Block than Frankel). No maxillary restriction was found in any treated group. Dentoalveolar effects were more pronounced in Twin-Block group; however, both treated groups showed retroclination of upper incisors, reduction of overjet and overbite. Twin-Block group showed upper molar distalization in addition to other dental effects.

Comparison of Bionator and Frankel Appliance

Marcio, in 2002, observed major dentoalveolar effects with a significant component of skeletal effect in both treated groups. Greater increase in mandible length and vertical dimension was observed in Bionator. Insignificant maxillary effect was found in both treated groups.

Comparison of Twin-Block and Monoblock Appliance

Dalci et al observed greater change in growth pattern in the Activator group, whereas Tumor observed more in his study in the Twin-Block group. Both Dalci et al and Tumer showed similar skeletal effects by both appliances. Jena observed significant increase in mandible length only in Twin-Block treated group. All studies on tested appliances showed similar dentoalveolar effects. However, Dalci O, 2014; observed major difference in treatment duration in the two treated groups. Very fast correction was achieved by Twin-Block appliance.

Discussion

The efficacy of removable functional appliance in treatment of class II malocclusion is still a subject of controversy. This review includes data from 19 studies (1 randomized control trial, 9 clinical trials, 9 retrospective studies). Cephalometric changes were assessed in 1045 patients, including control group. Appliances used in selected studies were Clarks’ Twin-Block, Frankel regulator, Bionator, Monoblock, and Activator. In the present review, only those studies have been included that had considered either similar or historical control groups. All studies without control groups were removed at the initial stage of article selection.

The result of the current review needs to be analyzed with caution due to limitations of included studies. Diverse linear and angular measurements were used in different studies to quantify treatment effects. Variety of measurements used in selected studies makes it challenging to compare their findings with each other. In the current review, the following measurements were used: angle between sella-nasion-A point (SNA), angle between sella–nasion–B point (SNB), ANB, mandibular length, overjet and inclination of incisors. Furthermore, number of operators conducting study and tracing X-rays and their variable level of experience potentially introduce bias and the issue of interexaminer reliability. Moreover, difference in methods of study and statistical tests adds more confusion in interpretation of stated results. Thus, the results of the existing review are more generalized and may not be evaluated based on individual variations,
ethnic variation, gender dimorphism, treatment protocol, patient compliance, or biological response.

We observed statistically significant increase in mandibular length and dentoalveolar effects with increase in vertical dimension with Twin-Block followed by Bionator treatment. Frankel appliance effects are more skeletal in nature with better control in vertical dimension. However, it takes a longer treatment time to produce similar effects. Meta-analysis done by Elvira et al included four articles in his study (338 patients, 168 treated, and 170 control) and showed statistically significant increase of 1.79 mm in annual mandibular growth in the treated group. However, clinical improvement was found to be insignificant. We also found statically significant skeletal treatment effects of removable functional appliances, depicted as decrease in ANB and increase in SNB, mandibular length and condylar growth. Soft-tissue effect was not evaluated in the current study.

Meta-analysis done by Vaid et al in 2014 included 24 articles on removable functional appliances and 7 articles on fixed functional appliances. His study showed statistically significant increase in mandibular length, and insignificant effect was observed on maxilla with use of the removable functional appliances. Results of the present review are in agreement with Vaid’s study. However, research done by Nucera et al included 14 articles. A slight inhibitory effect on sagittal growth of maxilla was observed. However, no effect was seen on rotation of maxillary plane. Literature supports that maxillary restriction effect is more pronounced with treatment with fixed functional appliance.

A study done by Madurantakam et al included 17 articles involving 1031 patients with a mean age of 10.6 years. He observed both statistically significant skeletal as well as dentoalveolar effects with the use of removable functional appliances. Results showed reduction in SNA (−0.26 degree/year), increase in SNB (0.62 degree/year), upper incisor retroclination (−6.33 degree/year), and mandibular teeth pronclination (1.37 degree/year). More dental effects were detected than skeletal to achieve correction of Class II malocclusion. Meta-analysis done by Koretsi et al, including 17 studies (1,031 subjects) with mean age of 10.6 years, also showed limited skeletal effects compared with control group. They found most of treatment effects were dentoalveolar in nature. In the current review, we observed similar findings. However, it also depends on type of removable functional appliance used. We found combined treatment effects (skeletal and dentoalveolar) produced by Twin-Block followed by Bionator. Frankel appliance produces more skeletal effects and requires longer duration of treatment to achieve similar results.

Sagittal correction of Class II malocclusion is associated with potential side effects of increasing vertical dimension. Thus, removable functional appliances were good in treatment of patients with horizontal growth pattern. Some selected studies had measured facial heights and hence given us insights on rotational changes of mandible. However, it has been observed facial height changes potentially masks or exaggerates the true sagittal changes. Meta-analysis done by Bertl et al found similar results and discovered that the biggest increase in vertical dimension was recorded for Activator. In the current review, increase in vertical dimension was more associated with Monoblock appliance followed by Twin-Block appliance. However, Frankel appliance demonstrated relatively less increase in vertical dimension.

Five studies were included in the meta-analysis performed by Adriana et al. The overall increase in mandibular length was 1.53 mm in comparison to the nontreated group. The Sander Bite Jumping Monoblock reported the greatest gain in mandibular length, followed by Twin-Block, Bionator, Activator and Frankel appliance. It was concluded that all removable functional appliances, aiming to gain mandibular length, are beneficial. Sander Bite Jumping was observed to be the most effective device to gain mandibular length.

**Clinical Implications**

On the basis of the current knowledge of growth of the bony facial skeleton, specific treatment objective and targeted approach should be used for correction of malocclusion. Thus, focus of treatment should be based on individual diagnosis of each patient. Taking into account all cosmetic, functional and dental needs, combination and customization of removable functional appliance should be constructed and given to the patient to achieve the best possible outcome of treatment. Thus, removable functional appliance therapy does help in the correction of Class II malocclusion. However, the key to success is careful case selection, right age selection to begin the treatment, use of the appropriate type of removable functional appliance, and the use of combination of other appliances or customization of current appliance, as per need basis is fundamental.

**Summary**

Statistically significant increase in mandibular length and dentoalveolar effects with increase in vertical dimension in short time were observed with Twin-Block treatment followed by Bionator treatment. Long-term stability of results achieved with Twin-Block treatment is still questionable. Frankel appliance effects are more skeletal in nature with better control in vertical dimension. However, it takes more treatment time to produce similar effects. Based on the available evidence, it shows functional appliances are a valuable tool for correction of class II malocclusion at growing age with horizontal growth pattern. Long-term double-blinded, prospective, randomized control trials are needed to confirm the findings of the current study.
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